We set up our wonderful youth group in April 2021!
We took part in...

THE GREAT BIG GREEN WEEK

What scares you about Climate Change?

Rainbow

No Snow

Stop Littering!
We completed The Wildlife Trust's Big Wild Walk.
We recruited new members for the group and started an exciting fortnightly activity programme...
Fungi identification
Toad patrolling
Butterfly surveys
Moth trapping
Footprint tunnels
Bird watching
Putting up bird boxes
Building a hugelbed
Tree planting
Habitat management
Building planters
Building bug hotels
Being interviewed by the BBC
Attending the Youth Summit
Completing the John Muir Discovery Award
Camping at The Willow Globe
And many more adventures to come....

If you are aged 9-13 and would like to join our current youth group, then get in touch via: silvia@rwtwales.org

If you are aged 14-17 then please do still get in touch, as we are hoping to set up another youth group aimed at this age range if we have enough interest.